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So you are a tourist in Dubai and want to see the city from a completely different perspective; what
do you do and where do you go? There is only so much that one can explore on foot and admire the
architectural wonders that grace the broad avenues of Dubai.

Yes, there is a different view; one that is far away from the chaos of the city; a place that is not in
Dubai; where you can enjoy the real beauty whilst having a quiet and peaceful dinner with friends or
family. A view of Dubai minus the tourists and the riot of photographers who keep clicking
everything they see. A place, to enjoy and admire and share a panoramic view of Dubai; which only
a â€˜dhowâ€™ can deliver.

A Dhow Dinner cruise in Dubai is a very popular, enjoyable and convenient way to wind up an
evening with friends and if you are a tourist, make friends with the locals. What makes this view so
different is that it offers a panoramic view of Dubai city or the Dubai Marina (depending on which
cruise you prefer) from the Dubai creek or the Dubai Marina which gets illuminated in the evening as
the sun sets.

With the sunset on one side and a view of the well lit up Dubai City on the other, the whole
experience will provide you with the peace and tranquillity you need; away from the dayâ€™s Dubai
sightseeing tours that may have already tired you out.

Dinner cruise operators in Dubai provide one of the best dhow cruise packages in Dubai. Their
dhow boat cruises in Dubai cater to everyone from a romantic dinner for two to catering for large
groups like in the case of wedding anniversaries or corporate lunches. Their experienced team and
staff are well equipped to handle all sorts of events and will make sure that everyone is attended to.

Dinner on a dhow cruise in Dubai gives you a fantastic all-round experience that involves UAE
sightseeing, culture and cuisine all under one roof. While you float on placid waters you can view life
in Dubai city as it bustles on the shore, enjoy a delicious meal and listen to the strains of lilting
Arabian melodies.
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